
EYELETS CURTAINS 

Product description 

Filumi Velto curtains produced in polish sewing company. 

We introduce You curtains made of premium quality velvet - 100% polyester (210 gsm). Velvet fabric is semi-matte, 

durable, low stretch and soft and pleasant in touch. Our velvet curtains are semi-darkening (a blackout factor of 70%). 

Comfort and versatility 

The curtain protects privacy of Your family well and provides slight darkening of the room. Create a good environment 

for sleeping and resting. The fabric not only looks attractive, but also blocks most of the sun's rays, protecting furniture 

and floors. The offered curtains fit perfectly into the bedroom, living room, hotel room and conference room. 

Additional information 

 Due to properties of velvet fabric height and width have tolerance within +/- 2 cm. 

 We care about high-quality stitching. The edges of the curtain are carefully finished, which guarantees 

durability. The bottom edge is finished with 7cm hem, which adds elegance. 

 Wide range of colors – You can choose from 10 diffrent, unique, modern colors : dark beige, light grey, charcoal, 

petrol (turquoise), bottle green, dark blue, light pink, cream, mustard, black.  

 

 

Measurement guidelines – adjust the curtain 

 

Measuring the width of the curtain on eyelets 

1. Measure the width of the curtain rod (the width the curtain is to cover) 

2. Add to the width of the curtain rod from 50% to 150% of width 

3. If You want to hang two curtains, divide the result by two and buy two pieces. 

4. Choose a curtain with the closest width. Our available curtain widths are: 140, 200, 265, 400, 530 cm. 

 

Measuring the length of the curtain on eyelets 

1. Measure the distance from the top edge of rod to the place where curtain should end above the floor (we 

suggest 2-3 cm above the floor) 

2. Add 2 cm - distance from eyelet to the top edge of the curtain 

3. Choose a curtain with the closest length. Our available curtain lengths are: 175, 225, 250, 270, 300 cm. 

 

 

 


